The
Archangels
For the
Earth

Q: What does it
mean “Do not go
up against the
Archangels?” This
was a frightening
message that was
repeated again and
again.
Typist: Primarily the warning is not doing evil and lying. It is
secondarily that you understand the teaching of Moshe, “take
off thy shoes, for thou standest on holy ground”
This was a requirement in Judaeo when you had work
on the altar, that you would take off your shoes when you were
at the altar. This was in addition the requirement that you
would when you sense the Light, to bow your head in Judaeo.
I do not see. However after long years of decrees I can
see the flames. I was once seeing a blue flame over a redwood
tree. And I said to Mother Mary, “Look, that’s Archangel
Michael!”
She said, “Now you know the stature of Archangel
Michael.”
And Archangel Michael, hearing this, came over and
said, “That was I over the redwood tree.”
Several people have either being taken out or stripped
of their power if they lied to the Archangels. What actually
happens is that they are before the Karmic Board once there is
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a discrepancy in what they are saying. And it is the Karmic
Board that decides what happens.
So in one instance, a person was being paid to hold the
Archangels at the computer for email exchanges in order for
the Red Guard to come out and kill the typist. This happened
with quite a number of the ICBM group members, going up
against the Archangels for money.
MOTHER MARY: The Karmic Board did not look lightly at
this. They said that it was not a mistake, you were being paid.
It is what is called “consideration” in legal terms. Thus, these
are legal trials that these of the ICBM group find themselves in.
Typist: The stripping of the power of the one person was with
one of the attainment of Solomon was that, repeatedly,
Archangel Michael, had said that you have demons on your
website and you need to take down the website. He did not.
So the Lords of Karma stripped him of his power. He then
became so debilitated that the false hierarchy could send
demons or walk-in’s or evil spirits in embodiedment, and he
would do whatever they said. Morya tried to help this
individual, saying, you can have your attainment back, it is a
matter of riding a bicycle, you just practice. However, the point
is simply, to not go up against the Archangels. This person was
not ignorant of what he was doing, he had already been in the
teachings say 40 years.
In the case with the one who was told repeatedly, that
your picture on Facebook has demons on it, here is a new one,
switch it out, without the demons but with the new pink
background. Gizel, the Root of Martha, chose the new photo
color for you. He would not. But that case was not sent into
the courtrooms.
All of the dorm rapist and shack rapist informant cases
have gone directly to the Karmic Board. Anyone who told the
dorm rapist of the schedules of the women who worked at
night, anyone who helped the department heads to enter to
rape women for having the key to the dorms, were summarily
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judged, not only by the Archangels but by the Karmic Board.
Every one.
You ask, what about Moshe then? What is the Light of
Moshe is explained in this way. It is an uncommon Light. He
had such a great mastery even on earth that he knew how to do
the impossible. So should you be judged, it is again the law, but
it is this uncommon Light that runs through all the Old
Testament. It is this uncommon Light that is even seen in Acts
where the descent of the Holy Spirit is on the 9:00 of God
Reality right in line with law, that is a stupendous judgment and
an uncommon judgment of the Light. An example of this is the
judgment of a Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes. It is uncommon,
it is God Reality, it is a going up against the law, human and
divine.
The fear of the stature of the Archangels where you do
take off your shoes is explained is in this way. Dorris Pearl
who wrote the three books of the Step by Step We Climb the
Highest Mountain of the I AM Teachings Movement from the
1930’s, did one time in disbelief go on the altar where
Messenger Godfre had just given a dictation. She said, she was
knocked down by the Light right after the dictation which was
very great. She in her “belief of the Light” had to crawl off the
stage. She said that she would never again criticize the Light of
the altar.

MOSHE: It is explained in the carrying and moving of the Arc
of the Covenant of the Light therein.

MOSHE: This is also an uncommon Light. Your decrees, the
ones given to you, are of this uncommon Light.
Typist: What Martha taught us was that the decrees were not
“just ink on paper”. These were dispensations.
MOSHE: The decrees are dispensations of Light. Just as the
Mother Mary rosary is a dispensation of Light.
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